
Week Gone/Ahead –  26th November 2021 
Centre Academy London (CAL) 

Dear Parents/Carers, Students & Staff, 

With only two weeks to go, I cannot believe how quickly this first term has gone!  I have 

thoroughly enjoyed working with your children and am so proud of the way the 

majority of them have settled back into learning, take pride in their work and are 

making progress.  I’m sure that the school reports at the end of term will reflect this. 

As always, we strive to provide the most supportive community and environment for 

your children and will continue to do so.    Our new members of staff, Mr Winship and 

Mrs Wong already feel like they have always been here and have dovetailed 

beautifully into our team.   We take particular care in choosing staff who understand 

our students and are willing to go the extra mile to support their learning.  Changes in 

life are inevitable and sometimes beyond our control but always, the students are at 

the forefront of our thinking.   

Poetry corner 

Some lovely Haikus from Mr Jeffrey’s students: 

 

DIONTE 

The tree of wisdom, 

Listen to the fresh wind blow. 

Absorb the feeling. 

  
OLLIE 

As their soul leaves earth, 

Their presence remains. 

Death's laugh shivers through the air. 

  

KHYAN 

A young boy is lost. 

Still searching for his family. 

Alone in darkness. 

  

ARUN 

The song 'Family' was soothing. 

The words made me cry. 

And brought back memories. 

  

RAVI 

As summer comes to an end, 

The leaves start to fall. 

Autumn has arrived. 

 

House tokens and Kindness award 

     Wandle    Falcon          Effra 
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You’d think with all the certificates Wandle won this week that they would be the 

outright winners but Falcon earned an enormous amount of tokens.  So many that we 

had to empty the chest and put IOUs in as we ran out!  I have to say though, it was a 

fantastic effort from all our students. 

 

Kindness nominations: 

Students nominated this week are Jaylie, Fabian, Jason, Dionte, Jason, Ravi, William & 

Joe.  These students consistently model to other students in our school how to be kind 

and respectful to both staff and their peers. 

 

We are a very small school and we recognise the impact of being unkind, using 

derogatory language or bullying has on our school community.   We only ask that the 

students are kind, respectful and follow instructions.  Once this are in place, the 

learning blossoms and progresses.   

 

Thank you for all your kind messages of support that as a staff, we are committed to 

providing a calm and harmonious ethos in our school. 

 
“Three things in human life are important: the first is to be kind; the second is to be kind; and the 

third is to be kind.” 

― Henry James                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thomas    Mentor & Humanities 

Marianna     Maths & Humanities 

Louise         Social skills 

Lewis               PE 

Dionte             Maths 

Fabian             PE 

Faris                PE 

Adan         Science 

Fabian            English  

Jason         English 

Dimitirios      Mentor 

 

 

 

  

Joe        Math 

Jack       ICT & English 

Dylan    English 

Charlie  Science 

Noah     English 

 

Simone   Social skills 

Spencer  ICT & Drama 

Freddie     Attitude 

Jake          Mentor 

Simone     Current Affairs 

Jules            English 

 

Jack 

Excellent progress and attitude 

 

10  

house 

points! 



 

Gallery 

 

Last week the students created lino prints of Mrs Schwirtz’s pumpkin picked from her 

very own allotment.  Aren’t they good? 

 

 

 

                                   

 

 

       

 

                                                                

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming events 

Details to follow for all these events   

9.12.21 Parents’ Christmas Meet & Mince Pies!   

10.12.21 Christmas Class Parties 

10.12.21 Last day of school – 3pm finish  

 

Parent feedback 

 Please continue to email us at:   

Londonschool@centreacademy.co.uk. 

 

 

Have a good weekend, 

 

Kas Lee-Douglas 

Head of School 
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